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Overview 

 
PBXware 5 is culmination of years of hard work and passion we have put in our products in 
order to provide our customers with best experience possible. Besides completely new and 
modern look and improved functionality, Asterisk 13 is now running under the hood, allowing 
us to implement new features we previously were not able to. With introduction of Asterisk 13, 
PBXware is now using PJSIP stack, and although there will be no visible changes in the interface, 
this is one of the major updates in our latest version.

PBXware navigation is slightly different, as we have grouped administration settings in two main 
sections. PBXware and Admin settings are now split and are easily distinguished by different 
color of navigation panel. Although, this might not seem like a big change, this should improve 
efficiency of the interface, filtering out Admin settings from the PBXware part, allowing users to 
perform everyday tasks faster.
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To further improve interface efficiency we have also integrated Setup Wizard parts into the 
main page. 

Setup wizard sections related to Licensing and SMTP configuration will not open in popup 
window anymore and are now presented in-page.

To switch from PBXware to Admin settings and back, all you have to do is to click the button in 
the lower left part of the interface.
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As before, not all of the Setup Wizard sections will be available from PBXware GUI. To access 
them simply navigate to your PBXware address on port 81.

https://YourPBXware.com:81

PBXware 5 offers unified look across different platforms so all of the forms, alerts and pop-up 
windows will now look the same, regardless whether users are accessing PBXware from their 
Mac at work or have to administer server from their home PC. We now utilize in-page elements, 
bringing unified look on different operating systems and browsers used to access PBXware GUI.

One of the most sought-after features by our customers was “audit log”, chronological records 
of the activities made by users. 

Action Logs feature will provide information on what changes are made, who made them and 
when, it can also help you detect unauthorized access by storing information of IP addresses 
used to log in to your PBXware.
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Although they might slipped as unnoticed initially, number of small features are added to 
improve functionality of the PBXware. Something as simple as notification icon that will attract 
your attention and notify you that your system does not have emergency trunks set or start 
PBX service button that will turn red in case your PBX service stopped running for some reason, 
besides fresh look, are also bringing utility, improving overall experience.

With great power comes... the risk of somebody trying to steal your password and doing 
irreversible damage to your system, for fun or as an act of revenge. As any serious system 
administrator will tell you, there is no such thing as changing your password too often. With 
even something as simple as a button that allows you to change your password regardless of 
where you are in the PBXware interface we are making it more convenient for administrators 
to improve the security of their system, without having to navigate through multiple menus to 
achieve that.



New Reports page

Reports page also have a new design which along with improved visual feel also brings much 
improved functionality.

Listen to recording, in-browser functionality

New interface now also have integrated recordings player, enabling users to listen PBXware call 
recordings directly from their browser and navigate through the recording with a simple click of 
a mouse. This prevents the issue users might experienced with earlier versions, as they had to 
find a media player that supports formats in which recordings were being downloaded.

Download recordings option  is still available, in case you would like to store it on your hard 
drive.

Most of the modern browsers are supported (Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Microsoft 
Edge).
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On-line Self Care Dashboard

Along with redesigned interface and OSC features available in previous versions of PBXware, 
OSC portal now also have a Dashboard that displays all the relevant information about users 
calls for that day.

On dashboard users can see their voicemail status, total number of calls, number of answered 
calls, talk time as well as funds spent. In addition, status is displayed for Call Forwarding and Do 
Not Disturb services, which should help to prevent scenarios in which users forget to disable 
these services, causing their calls to be forwarded or rejected.

With multiple registrations available, users can also see what devices are registered to their 
extension and from which IP address. We combined geo IP lookup with this feature, so if device 
is registering from public IP flag icon will appear next to registered device name, representing 
the country in which that particular IP is located. This should help users to notice and report any 
unusual registrations to their extensions.
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New Queue Statistics

With new PBXware design Queue 
statistics also have completely new and 
improved interface that is more user 
friendly than before. We have added 
new reports and increased total to 34, 
to expand general functionality of this 
module. To push that even further, we 
have added filters for members, caller, 
call and hold duration and time format 
to allow users to filter data better which 
should allow them more specific data 
collection.

Queue members and Agents section 
also received a facelift. On systems with 
small number of users you can use drop 
down list to select available members 
and agents, while on larger systems filter 
will allow you to enter name of member 
you would like to add and filter out the 
results.

Redesigned Queue Members and Agents section
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Scheduled Reports can now be ran hourly with a specific time range between Run and Stop. In 
addition to this, time period for current day has been added.

We received a lot of suggestions regarding attachment format, so reports can now be attached 
to e-mail in PDF and CSV format.
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DID groups on Multi Tenant

MultiTenant PBXware DID section is getting feature that should make DID management 
easier for master administrator users. When DID mode is set to “groups” (under master tenant 
settings) administrator can assign range of DID numbers to a DID group which can later be 
assigned to a particular tenant. Tenant administrator can later distribute and set up DID 
numbers from this group in preferred way (single DID or range of numbers) without need for 
PBXware administrator assistance as it was the case in previous versions.
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Multiple clients registrations to single extension

Multiple client registrations feature is available since PBXware 4.0 but in order to implement 
it we had to create a workaround. With Asterisk 13 native support for multiple registrations, 
this feature will work same as before, but now users can have more than one simultaneous 
deskphone and gloCOM, both desktop and mobile, registrations to a single extension.

Multiple clients can be seen in Monitor → Extensions page.

Push Notifications

One of the features our users were waiting in anticipation are gloCOM GO push notifications. 
PBXware 5 is now running Push Notifications Service that will forward requests to our hosted 
Push Notifications Platform. Once push request is forwarded from PBXware, the platform 
will propagate push notifications to devices using gloCOM GO. This feature is adding more 
convenience to users connectivity when they are on a business trip, working from home or 
simply need to accept business calls when they are outside the office.

Set language per tenant on MT PBXware

To make it easier for administrators to setup tenants with language other than the default 
server language we have added feature that will allow language to be set on tenant level. This 
will speed up the setup process and allow all the sound files to be played in selected language. 
Please note that English is still the only language available on PBXware by default and you would 
still have to purchase sound files and upload them to PBXware before you can use this feature.
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In-browser Asterisk CLI

To make it easy for our customers that do 
not have much experience with working in 
terminal environment, PBXware 5 now 
have integrated Asterisk CLI monitor in its 
interface. Asterisk CLI is accessible to main 
administrative accounts on PBXware and 
does not require root password in order 
to access it. This might initially sound like a 
potential security issue but we have 
prevented this by only allowing 
execution of monitoring commands when 
using in-browser Asterisk CLI. Apart from 
permissions being limited, you will be able 
to use debugging and other monitoring 
features same as if you are logged in 
Asterisk CLI.

SMTP Log

E-mail notifications are useful tool for PBXware administrators as well as end users. By providing 
reports on system status and issues or automatically sending out access details when new users 
are created administrators will be relieved of additional workload. At the same time end user 
experience is improved through the use of different e-mail notifications.

Now, we made things even better, as SMTP Log is now built-in PBXware interface, allowing easy 
debugging in cases where e-mails are not delivered. To get the information on the issue, simply 
navigate to Reports → SMTP Log, in Home tab of PBXware settings.
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Suspend account in Site Settings → Sessions

To prevent unauthorized access to PBXware web interface we created automatic account 
suspension feature. By default, accounts will be suspended after 4 unsuccessful login attempts 
in 1 minute but users can change these values to match their preferences. After account is 
suspended it will have to be unlocked by administrator.

Configuration files, highlighted syntax

Conf Files section now supports
syntax highlighting to help users
that are utilizing this feature with
configuration files editing.
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Branding

Even if we have already made the branding 
much easier to use for customers that do 
not have experience with CSS editing, new 
interface pushed this even further, allowing 
customers to use a color picker to precisely 
define shade of color they would like to use 
for each of the PBXware GUI elements.

In order to speed up login with gloCOM GO we have 
added QR code to the e-mail that is sent to associated e-mail 
address once extension is created.. This will improve first 
time login or login after User Password, used for gloCOM 
authentication, has been reset.

This feature can be used only until User Password is changed 
on first time login. If user change User Password, Show QR 
code button will not be visible because password is now 
encrypted and only known to account owner. In cases 
where users forget their User Password it can be reset by 
administrator from extension interface and Show QR code 
button will become visible.

In case your PBXware have SMTP server set up, once new extension is created QR code will be 
sent out along with other extension settings information. E-mail will be sent to an e-mail address 
associated with extension.

NOTE: In case you do not have DNS SRV record in place, QR Server field in Settings → Servers 
must be populated with server IP address/domain name in order for this feature to work.

QR code for fast gloCOM GO login
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Let’s Encrypt

Let’s Encrypt is a free, automated, and open Certificate 
Authority used for setting up an HTTPS server and 
having it automatically obtain a browser-trusted certificate, 
without any human intervention (https://letsencrypt.org/). 
This means the customer will need to install the certificate 
only once, and it will be automatically renewed once it is 
about to expire.

To help our users and give them one thing less to worry about we have added Let’s Encrypt 
integration in PBXware 5. With help of this feature our users will not have to worry about when 
their SSL certificate is about to expire as PBXware and Let’s encrypt service will renew the 
certificate every 90 days automatically without any need for user interaction.
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Remote Storage

PBXware 5.0 now includes remote storage feature that can be used to keep your CDRs, 
voicemails and faxes on a remote location. You can choose between three options for remote 
storage: Amazon S3, FTP server or Dropbox. You can either keep these files on both locations 
(your PBXware server and remote location) or set files to be removed after the upload.

Improved deskphone integration with gloCOM

In latest version we are introducing improved gloCOM integration with deskphone devices 
of supported manufacturers. In previous versions Polycom integration was on a higher level 
compared to devices made by other manufacturers. Although this was caused by more advanced 
API being available on Polycom devices, this gap has been narrowed substantially, thanks to 
backend features implemented in PBXware 5.

When call is initiated through gloCOM, users do not have to pick up the phone in order to initiate 
the call anymore, as call is automatically answered through the speakerphone of device and user 
can wait to pick up the phone until it is answered by callee.

NOTE: In order for this feature to work phones user- agent must be correctly detected by the 
PBXware. In some cases, bugged firmware version on devices might prevent this to happen in 
which case old behavior would be used and user will have to answer the call in order for call to 
be initiated.
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Improved TLS/SSL Security

PBXware now supports SIP TLS and SRTP in integration with gloCOM. Although some manual 
setup is required on the server, using TLS would greatly enhance your security.

Free G729 codec

Although not yet available, once it is officially released, PBXware 5 will be shipped with 
royalty free G.729 codec as patent for G.729 has expired in 2016. Advantage G.729 have over 
other codecs are its low bandwidth requirements so it should help to increase voice quality in 
scenarios where one office must operate under slower internet connection. G.729 comes with 
some disadvantages as well. In scenarios where G.729 must be transcoded in order to pass the 
call to provider, its usage will put additional stress on your hardware which in turn might cause 
call quality issues.

Paging Groups

Paging Groups feature works similar to standard paging, except this feature allows you to 
organize extensions to multiple paging groups and assign unique number to each of them. As this 
feature is used with access code *600, paging group number is entered after the access code. 

For example, if administrator assign number 300 to paging group and add 4 extensions to it, once 
user dial *600300 he will be able to broadcast the message over intercom to all the extensions 
added to paging group 300.
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Hot Desking license

One important change in PBXware 5 is that Hot Desking feature have to be enabled in PBXware 
license in order to be available for use. Before your system is upgraded to PBXware 5, our 
engineers will inspect the system and inform you if further steps are necessary before upgrade 
is performed.

New About page

In addition to PBXware edition, version and features enabled in the license, as well as license 
details, About page now also displays usage counter on elements that are restricted through 
PBXware licensing. i.e. Extensions, DIDs, Conferences, IVRs, Queues etc.
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UAD filtering

With expanding number of supported devices it became somewhat harder to find and edit UAD 
for devices you would like to enable or change. UAD filtering should help users to do this task 
easier and faster than before. UADs can be filtered per Manufacturer, status or by simply typing 
in search pattern in the search box. In addition, list will now display status of the UAD as well as 
number of extensions on the system that are set up with that particular UAD.
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Support for new UADs

PBXware 5 is adding support for new devices:

Removed features

Features that will not be available in PBXware 5 are:

• IVR Tree       • Networks (DUNDI)          • CDR Summary in reports page
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H3, H5, X2P, X3G, X3S, X4, 
X4G, X5S, X6

UC902P, UC903, UC923, 
UC924, UC926

eSpace 7910, eSpace 7950

1022,1032,1062

110, 202, 300, 302, 504, 
508

6867i

8851, 7821

KX-TGP550, KX-UTG300B

HT814, GXP1630, GXP1782, 
GXP2170, GXP3275, DP750

VVX 101, VVX 201

VCS754, VSP600, VSP715, 
VSP725, VSP726, VSP735, 
VSP736

T27G, T41S, T42S, T46S, 
T48S, T49G, T58V, W56P, 
CP860

We are already working on additional devices that should be ready for PBXware 5 official 
release date.

Deskphones

ATA Devices



About Bicom Systems

Vision Statement
We Unify Communications!

Mission Statement 
We provide the Communication World with the most Complete Turnkey 
Communication Systems available by Creating, Unifying and Supporting the Most 
Advanced of Current Technologies.

Overview
Bicom Systems was the first company to deliver Open Source Communications 
Software as Professional Turnkey Solutions.

By combining the best of open source telephony and its own proprietary 
software, Bicom Systems can provide enterprises with turnkey solutions that 
take account of the clients’ exact needs within a very cost-effective framework - 
giving CIOs the safest choice. This mix includes royalty-free software, vibrant open 
source communities, available custom development backed up by accountable, 
professional support services.

The company finds innovative open source communication projects and 
professionalizes the project by creating, unifying and supporting turnkey systems 
with its proprietary in-house software. Bicom Systems provides the resources, 
core development and support services to enable popular open source projects 
to scale into enterprise-class communications software.
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